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■Ethernet Remote I/O Master Module

 H4-ERM100

Outline

The Ethernet remote master H4-ERM100 connects the CPU system of the 

D4-430, D4-440 and D4-450/D4-454 to the slave input/output via a high 

speed Ethernet link.

Needs for Increasing Input/Output

Up to 16 EBC systems can be added to one ERM module. The EBC systems 

can be also used in combination.
Note: In the case of applications that require large capacity T1H-EBC100 analog input/output or 

H4-EBC100 16-channel analog input/output, the buffer capacity of a single H4-ERM100 

module can be exceeded. In such a case, the H4-ERM100 should be added to the system.

Easy Connection

The ERM is connected to the user's control network through a category 5 

UTP cable (cable length is up to 100 m). If you want to extend the connection 

length or increase the number of nodes, you can use a repeater. The PLC, 

ERM and EBC slave modules are linked together to update the remote I/O 

point. The scan cycles of these three models are simultaneously generated 

but are asynchronously performed. Therefore, it is recommended to contain 

the important input/output points that need to be monitored for each scan, in 

the CPU base unit.

Network Connections Between ERM and Other 

Ethernet Devices

It is strongly recommended that the ERM module and the slave be arranged 

on a dedicated Ethernet remote I/O network. The Ethernet network can 

process an extremely enormous amount of data transactions. Generally, the 

processing is performed at very high speed. However, when Ethernet traffic 

is heavy, processing may have adverse effect on the reliability of the slave 

input/output and the speed of the input/output network. Therefore, the ERM 

network and several ERM networks should be separated from the ECOM / 

business network.

Speci cations

Items Specifications

Communication 10/100 Base-T/TX

Data Transfer Rate 10/100 Mbps

Link Distance 100 m

Ethernet Port RJ45

Ethernet Protocols TCP/IP, IPX

Weight 179 g

The photo shows the H4-ECOM100. 

(The shape is the same.)


